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According to UNHCR, 80% of Syrian refugees in Jordan live in non-camp settings.1 Most aid to these
urban refugees exists in the form of cash modalities, in an effort to empower beneficiaries through dignity of
choice and to support the market economy of the host community.2 To increase efficiency and security of cash
transfers, UNHCR and IFRC (since 2013 and 2014, respectively) have begun to use biometric iris enrollment to
facilitate cash distribution from ATMs in Amman. The Cairo Amman Bank and their biometric technology
partner, IrisGuard, have been instrumental in establishing this new form of aid provision. The system works in
large part due to Jordan’s “functioning banking system, functioning rule of law (to mitigate the inherent risks of
asking refugees to provide their biometric data to a service provider), and good connectivity that allows iris
images to be matched against an online database”.3 Over the past two years, iris scanners in ATMs have proven
to be a highly effective and popular solution in this environment.
To access services, refugees simply enroll in a database by providing an iris scan.4 Once enrolled,
beneficiaries can access cash aid by visiting a Cairo Amman Bank ATM or branch office equipped with IrisGuard
technology.5 To further improve speed of access, UNHCR’s cash recipients have the option to receive a text
message each time they receive a new deposit from the organization.6 With use of the iris scan technology, no
card or pin is necessary to access funds.7 Previous cash transfer systems in Jordan relied on ATM cards, but aid
agencies found that these cards were often lost, faulty, or misused.8 The cards became a major source of
negative feedback from beneficiaries, leading IFRC to turn to more reliable and secure biometric technology.9
Biometric scanning means that the cash transfer reaches the correct individual every time, deterring theft of
ATM cards and eliminating duplicate distributions. In order to preserve beneficiary privacy, the database of
biometric information is only accessible by the aid agency and the bank providing the service; the information is
not shared with outside parties or governments.10
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In a country where, “74% of refugees in urban areas are considered ‘vulnerable’ or ‘extremely vulnerable’ and
are completely reliant on food assistance,”11 safe and effective provision of cash assistance is critical. IFRC and
UNHCR have found use of biometric scanners in ATMs to provide just that, and plan to expand these services to
the rest of the region as a part of the overall response to the crisis in Syria.12
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